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ABSTRACT

Despite the growing number of ethnographic studies of
work their use in design remains a matter of some debate.
Acknowledging the problems designers face in utiiising
ethnographies, and etlmographers face in meeting
commercial demands, this paper outlines a ‘framework’
for the presentation of fieldstudies organised around three
main dimensions; ‘distributed coordination’, ‘plans and
procedures’ and ‘awareness of work’; thereby facilitating
effective communication and collaboration between
designers and ethnographers.

INTRODUCTION

The value of ethnography in design is a matter of some
controversy [1] [2] [10] and while we are strong
supporters of the method, the role of ethnography as w
have practised it is primarily as an injorrnarionrd input to
the design process, which can, nevertheless, be of criticaf
value in making visible the ‘real world’ aspects of a work
setting. 1 It is this ability of ethnography to describe a
social setting as it is pemeived by those involved in the
setting (the archetypal ‘users’) that underpins its appeal to
designers.z However, it is not enough to maintain that
ethnogrrtphy has a modest role in design without also

‘ We suggestthat ettrnographicapproaches may clarify the role that
actrrsi practices play in tfte management of work through viewing
activities as social actions embedded witfdrr a socially organised
domain and accomplished in and through the day-to-day activities
of its usersThis is, in fact, a sociologically partisan conception of
ethoography, but it d- have the advantage of focusing upmr the
SPCCifk~d detailed organisation of activities which designers are
concernedto understand,etrafyseand reconstruct

2 In particular, it offers the opportunity to reveal ‘needs’ or

&y take them so much for granted that they do not think about
‘ ractices’ of users which they may not be aware of - because

them - or which they cannot articulate - because of tbe
bureaucratic or power relationships within which they arc placed.
Corrseqcmtty, ethnography is vahrable in identifying the
exceptions, contradictions and contingencies of work activities
which arc red conditionsof the wnrk’s conduct but which wifl not
(usually) figure in officird or formal representationsof that work.
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acknowledging and confronting the fact that there ate
problems in enabling designers to utilise ethnography.

Clearly, there is a diffenmee in the needs and vocabulary
of designers and fieldworkers. Design is about abstraction
and complexity, and the deMgner is characteristically in
search of ways of simplifying the complexity of the
design situation, often by means of abstractions which
will delineate critical features of that situation and of the
design probIem. The designer wishes to find mechanisms
which will quickly and succinctly convey the aspeets of a
design that are key to meeting the problem at hand.

Ethnography, however, is ditectd toward detail, toward
the production of a ‘rich’ and ‘concrete’ portrayal of the
situation, rather than an ‘abstract’ and ‘spare’ one.
Abstraction and simplification are characteristically
resisted, for it is the disposition of ethnography to insist
upon citing items, incidents, activities or practices within
their context, to emphasise that their meaning, or sense,
is only properly comprehended within the appropriate
social context.

The problem, then, is how to bridge the gap between the
two kinds of representation, between the expansive
textual expositions of the ethnographer and the abstract,
spare graphical depictions which seek to focus upon ‘key
elements’ and ‘core concepts’ of the designer. Given the
descriptive nature and informing role of ethnographic
studies, then the level and detail of coverage need only be
set to meet the demands of a particular design activity,
depending upon the scale of the setting to be redesigned,
and the nature of the interdependenee amongst the
activities within the scope of the system. The need to
increase the utility of ethnography and to foster
communication has d~tly motivated a number of
developments for collecting, organizing and presenting
ethnographic material. Firstly, it has encouraged the
specification of a number of approaches to the collection
of data and its dissemination to designers [8]. Secondly,
it has motivated the use of tool support where the studies
of work are reflected in a medium shared by the designers,
where the materials from the study can be available to
designers in an rtecessible fashion, and where they can be
decomposed, through the use of a ‘viewpoints’
presentation - into elements which can be selected in
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terms of their relevance to the designer’s purpose. [9] [11]
And thirdly, the focus of this paper, it has fostered the
construction of a ‘framework for the analysis of work’
that allows the results of ethnographic studies to be
sbuctured for presentation in a manner which makes the
emerging results more digestible by designers.

Such a framework may also prove of value for
ethnographers, facing the commercial pressures of time,
budgetary constraints and pressure for results, as a
‘sensitising’ device for fieldworkers engaged, for example,
in what has come to be called ‘quick & dirty’ or
‘lightweight’ ethnography.[8] The capacity to gather
information through ethnography dedicated to the
purposes of informing design must itself be constrained,
as is every other aspect of the design process, by the
conditions of the project itself, the level of resources, the
pressures of time and the nature of the design task. One
way of understanding and structuring this process is to
consider the development of a framework that focuses on
presenting the issues key to the design process. The
framework outlined in this paper was developed to
highlight issues significant to development, and
consequently, it is primarily a means of pre$enring
analyses of work. It is an essentially practical device for
both organizing and understanding the vast array of
fieldwork observations of how the work in any complex
setting ‘gets done’. Furthermore, in providing ad
deploying this provisional framework we are attempting
to steer a difficult course, common to ethnographic
observation and analysis; between the accusation that it is
simply ‘hanging around’ with the consequent suggestion
that its findings are entirely idiosyncratic, fortuitous and
inconsequential to design; and the over-systematisation of
a ‘cookbook’ approach to fieldwork and analysis,
effectively defeating the entire purpose of the
ethnographic approach.

The framework we have developed organises studies
around three main dimensions: ‘Distributed
Coordination’; ‘Plans and Procedures’ and ‘Awareness of
work’. These different dimensions provide a skeleton for
constructing a presentation of fieldwork. A particular
study will be undertaken within the context of a given
design briefing. As part of this design intent particular
issues will come to the fore. These different design issues
will reflect the thematic focus for the study. Each of these
issues will in turn become manifest within the different
dimensions and will be reflected in different ways un&r
each of these contexts.

Distributed Coordination: within the framework
refers to the fact that work tasks performed in complex
settings are performed as part of patterns of activity, as
operations within the context of a division of labour, as
‘steps’ in protracted operations, as contributions of
continuing ‘processes’ of activity.

Plans and Procedures: provides the framework with a
prominent means by which distributed coordination is
organisationally supported. Project plans and schedules,
manuals of instruction and procedures, job descriptions,

formal organisational charts, workflow diagrams are all
ways of enabling people to produce the orderliness of
work. Particularly important to the treatment of ‘plans
and procedures’ has been the need to clarify the
understanding of how these function in the organisation
of activities, consequently we suggest that a consideration
of plans within cooperative work should: identify the
different actors and their potential relationships to plans
and procedures; understand and accept the existence of
diverse viewpoints on plans and procedures; record and be
sensitive to different notions of ‘following a plan’.

Awareness of work: is an expression referring to the
way in which the organisation of work activities involves
making the nature of those activities ‘visible’ or
‘intelligible’ to others doing the work. Just as distributed
coordination and the application of plans and procedures
are pervasive features of work sites, so too are practices
for enabling others to have an awareness of the nature of
the work that is being done.

The framework is fundamentally motivated by the
demands of design. The intent is to provide some bridge
between fieldwork and emerging design decisions. It
worth stressing here that the framework is not an
analytical device that is then applied to a setting. Rather
the aim is to use the framework to highlight particular
issues within a corpus of fieldwork material. Each of
categories within the framework loosely align with
potential design issues.

The emphasis on dirtnbuted coordination foregrounds
issues of importance to the level of support for action and
tasks within the system. Highlighted here are the manner
and means by which work is coordinated and the
implications this may have for support ranging from
simple coordination mechanisms to more procedural
workflow systems.

The emphasis on pfans and procedures highlight the
relationship between users and the formal representation
of their work. This relationship is a rich and complex one
emphasizing the difference between the description of
work and ‘getting the job done’. Knowledge of this
distinction and what it is to ‘do the job’ is central to
design decisions which potential reify the policy and
procedures of work with the system. For example, the
setting of access and status information, the sequencing of
actions in form based systems and the setting of role
profiles in workflow systems. Often users ‘ad-hoc’ the
process, and knowing these ‘shortcuts’ is central to
informing computer supported cooperative work (CSCW)
design.

The final emphasis on awareness of work reflects the
growing body of work on the importance of the public
nature of work and the availability of action [o others.
This need for awareness is in contrast to traditional
individurdistic approaches to the development of multi-
user systems. Highlighting the need for sharing that
promotes an awareness of the activities of others
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emphasises to designers the fimdamentally social
cooperative nature of work.

1: The

and

APPLYING THE FRAMEWORK: THR BUSINESS
CENTRE.

We have used the framework for the presentation of
research findings from a variety of fieldwork settings [4]
and this section shows how the framework of the social
organisation of work can be applied to one particular
piece of ethnographic fieldwork - that of a local Business
Centre in a major clearing bank. The framework is
utilised as an essentially practical device for both
organizing and understanding the vast array of fieldwork
observations of how the work in the Business Centre
‘gets done’. The Business Centre in focus is a relatively

The presentation fhtmework we employ, illustrated in
figure 1 , hesides emphasizing the three general aspects
of CSCW - distributed coordination; plans and procedures;
and the awareness of work - also, in this instance,
incorporates some other cross-cutting themes that
emerged from the fieldwork and may become relevant to
design issues in each of the three general categories of the
framework. The framework also orients the dimensions of
the thrnework to map from concerns manifest in the
fieldwork to a set of core design issues. The following
portions of the paper offer a presentation of the work of
the business centre in terms of the dimensions of the
framework and the issues that arise from the fieldwork
within these dimensions.

DISTRIBUTED COORDINATION
‘1 just followed the instructions - 1’11 seed it to
Region now end they can play around wfth it”

Distributed coordination refers to the various ways in
which the coordination of people and tasks is

ort for
nd Tasks

;nation of

Id work

Iser and
on support

terns

framework

recent creation and is situated on the first and second
floors of a remodeled local branch. As a ‘specialist
centre’ it is staffed by Business Managers, Personal
Account Managers and their Assistanta and deals with
‘medium sized’ businesses and personal customers whose
accounts are worth over f25k. The general impression is
one of calm and serious activity, conforming to a
considerable extent to stereotypical images of ‘the
banker’, involved in the careful consideration of
calculations about large sums of money. The work of the
Business Centre is, therefore, somewhat dissimilar to the
intense and often frenetic activity that prevails, for
example, at the branches and some of the other specialised
centres dealing with the greater volumes, and smaller
sums, associated with the mass market.

accomplished as a routine feature of ‘real world, real time’
work. 1An important, if commonplace feature of all work
settings is that tasks, activities and, persons are ernbdcd
within an organised ensemble of some kind. Both the
activities and the people who perform them am
interconnected, and in the case of the Bank in general, and
the Business Centre in particular, they have to be treated
not as isofated activities and persons but as part of some
organisation of activities and persons. The point we want
to emphasise here is that although the fieldwork can
provide considerable detail, for example, of the

‘ Although, interestingly, one of the Bank’s main problems of
distributedcoordination centsesaround the fact that its computer
systemdoe-snot operatein ‘real time’ - so, for example, money can
he paid into an accounton the same day as chques are bounced.
Sirnitarly the cheqrre clearance system does not operate in ‘real
time’ - so, for example, if a ‘outof order’printoutshowed an excess
on agreed facilities, lending control needed to be cognisant of the
fact that fundsthat were in clearing and might, theoretically put an
accountback within its facility, might atsobe ‘bounced’,
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coordination work of the Administration Manager,
coordination does not consist in any one feature of the
work but is deeply, and inseparably, implicated in the
procedural details of all work activities. Much of this
coordination work consists of distributing relevant
information - for example, through the different
Manager’s Assistants - to relevant parties and keeping
this flow of information going as a routine state of
affairs. Thus many aspects of work in the Bank, whether
in the traditional branch or in the specialised centres such
as the Business Centre, are explicitly concerned with
coordinating interdependencies of various kinds in order to
‘get the work done’.

Coordination through artefacts

Coordination can be a feature of specifically designed or
evolved artefacts. As Yates [14] describes, memos, files,
standard forms, etc., evolved to solve problems of
‘distributed coordination’, as organisations became larger
and the problems of management and control
correspondingly increased. These ‘standard forms’ ate
readily apparent in the Bank. In the Bank the ‘out of order
accounts’ printout acts as such an artefact, initiating and
coordinating various actions between the branches and the
different specialist centres. Other specific examples from
the Business Centre would be the interview notepad ad
the various standrad forms completed as part of the
preparations for a customer’s annual review; and the
GAPP (Grading and Pricing Program) software package,
also routinely used as part of the annual review. Such
artefacts facilitate the coordination of tasks by embedding
descriptions of the task, along with other relevant
information, within the format of a document as
‘instructions’, as ‘items required’, and so on, making
available to those who know how to use the artefact,
what the implications are for the actions of others. ‘I%ese
artefacts serve as sets of instructions for a set of
institutionally identified persons - the ‘Business
Manager’s Assistant’, the ‘Records Clerk’ and so on - to
perform particular tasks and, in addition, serve as a check
on whether or not these tasks have been performed. So,
for example, completing the ‘Interview Notepad’ prior to
interviewing a customer a number of questions need to be
rtnswemd concerning, again for example, ‘Non Financial
Developments’; ‘Account Operation’; ‘Security’ and
‘Remuneration’ and requiring the perusal of computer and
paper records and the completion of a number of other
forms. The ‘Appraisal Form’ for considering new,
renewed, or revised propositions has a similar list of
questions and a number of ‘action points’ - such as
‘update 1SS’ or ‘mark limits’ - to be completed along
with the necessary ‘expert computer codes’ required.

Identifying coordination features - Paperwork
“its a pretty inaety file I dcmt know it..SO I have to
v- wick~y ~wk ~d try and sort of acquaint myself
WIth wha ts going on emd whats been srrsnged “

Given the central role of coordination within cooperative
work the identification of the featutes of work which
promote coordination is clearly important. Notable
coordination features include the ability to monitor the

activities of others and access to shared and readily
available information much of which is accomplished
through paperwork. As has been observed throughout the
Bank a prominent feature of ‘everyday’ work takes the
form of the completion, processing and duplication of
enormous amounts of paper, to the extent that in a
number of significant respects the routine completion of
paperwork constitutes ‘the work’. For the Business
Centre, paperwork, in the form of customer record folders
and customer reports (to Region) was an integral feature
of the work. The ‘completeness’ of the paper recotdl wted
as an audit trail; providing an outline, rationalisation and
justification for administrative decisions. In the Business
Centre however, this trail was valuable not simply or
merely for the attribution of blame but through its
procedural implicativeness in informing and guiding the
actions of others - art activity assisted by the ‘al-a-ghutce-
visibility’ of the paper record. The paper records in the
form of files, printouts and standatd forms constituted an
impofiant component in the individual worker’s ‘sense of
organisation’ - enabling them to quickly obtain a grasp
not only of ‘what had happened’ but also ‘what’s
missing’ and ‘what to do next’. This is illustrated in the
example that follows when one business manager has M
to cover for another’s illness and had suddenly received a
phone call asking for an increased loan to pay off the
Inland Revenue. As he looks through the customer nxord
the Business Manager explains how the various forms and
notes present a particular lending history (in this case one
of overborrowing) and thereby shape his decision-making;

1. Looking at file - Customer is hesvily Lwrrowsd and
not generating the income.

(Discussion of csse) -,. Well, its a bit of a probl am
really bscause I dent know the file, you know, snd its a
pretty masty file I dent know it. .SO I have to vezy
quickly look and try end sort of ac~aint myself with
whats going on end whats baan arrenged in a short spsce
of time because -. But basically, he’s hesvily
berrowsd. .(shows figures/folder) forget the money on
clisnts accounts because that’s not his money. but he’s
got a private loan acc of 38 a business loan &cc of 20
and business overdraft. um..of 29 there’s a lot of
borrowsd money thsre..m a business and clearly he’s
hsving dlfficul ty in sezvicing it all. now I dent know
what they ware all for. . I really. .1 mean I wo:,ld if it
wsre my own file I would how it having done it snd
resssrchad it..I could find out by reading it. but
doesnt really bsve too much time to do that... .,.

,..he wss heavily borrowad, or he i~ hsavilY
~r%d and clasrly he’s not gsnarating the income to
deal with that...onun,(the Business Msnager). has had a
coupla of discussions with him (looking at file) at
least s couple, probably a few. and the latest, the last

thing agreed was. .he’s under pressure with the Inland
Revenue to the extant of fEOCf. mm, thats not besn
paid yet, hs’s under pressure anyway.. so it wss agread
that wa wvuld incrassa our limit which wss 27500.I
think.it was 27500 and w would increase it by 4250 -
31750 which is Ragion’s sanction to 31750 against..he
was raising a loan frtxnthe W Insursnce where he has a
Iife PO1 icy which is charged to the Sank as ser~rity end
ws’d said OK w will release that ital of
security, ,...on the bssis that they wil1 than take the
PO1icy, give him a loan on it bscause YOU csn borrow
on,..the policy from the insurance cowpsny. g:ve him a

1 Cefiainly in comparisonto the computer record, afthough it was
interesting tk extent to which tk ‘paper’ in a customer’s tile has
come increasingly to consist of computer printouts - customers
notes, bstaaces, ‘836s’ and so on. This is paIUy a reflection of the
increasing reliance on IT; partly because some computer
information cannot be reaccessed; and partly because of the
various ‘affordances’ of paper.
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loan of 3630.end that 3630..{doing calculation an
sheet) would ccma in. ..28000 which wuld reduce the
If.mft beck ....so that was the beads of that (pointing)
agreement. The:lethar:hi;lso other nsgotiations going
on. to deal (pointing) huge amount of
borrmwing. of. which gets a bit complex. ..

With the assistance of the paper and computer record of
the operation of the account and aided by the knowledge
that the account is ‘underreport’ the Business Manager is
able both to come to a rapid understanding of ‘what’s
going on’, make a quick decision and to offer a reasonable
justification, a rationalisation for his actions - that is,
that since it is ‘under report’ the account is not to be
allowed to ‘drift up’ over its maximum borrowing limit.

As a ‘mechanism of interaction’ [12] the various forms of
paperwork act to facilitate the coordination of work but
the actual process of ‘doing the paperwork’ itself requires
various coordinating activities, involving the ‘meshing’
and ‘modal transfotmation’ [3] of other paper and
computer information. One example of this is the
‘Interview Notepad’ which, designed to be used as part of
the annual review and for lending interviews, involves the
Business Manager’s Assistant in the lengthy pemsal of
other records, the ‘scorecard’, tecords of past reviews, the
computer 836 printout and so on; and then using a range
of information to ‘GAPP’ the account. In this fashion
procedures, implemented through paperwork, mesh with
notions of distributed coordination and awareness of
‘work’ - in this case the coordhation of distributed
information. In this next extract the Assistant is talking
about this process of accumulating information in
preparation for the customer’s annual review;

“. . . . i es the annual review on Thursday, . .(getting
things ready for the fnterview) ‘I did it yesterday, but
I just had to G4PP it, tbsts reedy apart from up-to-date
balances which I’ve put cm there, ... there ‘a a
standard. ..rsow.brief that ws have to fill in, like en
interview note pad, then you get the customer brief off
the ccmputer printout one, and then thats it Lmsically,
(pointing at printout)”

As the Assistant works through the different sections of
the ‘Interview Notepad’ the processes of administration
and control of the account, relationship building and the
sales process are linked.

Paperwork - temporal and organisational
implicative ness.

The Business Manager’s Assistant as she compiles the
materials for a Lending Interview or an Annual Review
also needs to consider the temporal dimension of the
records, in particular, to ensure that the Manager goes to
the review with the latest balance of the account. As well
as obtaining the latest figures for the balance of the
account and other linked accounts and facilities the
Assistant will also ensure that the paperwork in the
customer’s folder is sorted in date order. The Assistant
also needs to be aware that the work that she does and the
twmrds she examines may have organisational
consequences, for example that the level of the facilities
on the customer’s account and other ‘linked’ accounts
may take it outside the Business Manager’s ‘discretionary
power’ thereby requiring a report and a recommendation to
Regional Office before any facilities can be agreed. As she

assembles the information she also considers how the
information she is compiling may actually be used in the
interview - that is, it involves an awareness of the work
of the Business Manager, and the form and utility of the
information she provides;

“There’s nowhere on this intamiew notepad for putting
dam all the behncea, ao I tend to put the balances on
a separate sheet, they cane up on the customer brief
(COSrIpUterprintout) but I tend to get the briefs o“t a
couple of days before ... so I my to get the balances
out the following day (S that they are up to date) .,.,
if any of the partners or directors have got private
accounts w need to get that information out as nil,
becauae again its..if its got any facilities in their
own name it could take it outside. discretionary
~s, . this is within,....it depends whet facilities
their aaking for but the facilities aa they are at
preserst...CM extend for a further year without having
to go on up to Rwion. .. smething else to look out m
the brief as well, . w *t the latest account, always
bring it to the fore, .... always got to put at Iaaat two
yeera on this, if w ‘ve got two years accounts,...“

The customer mcotd is not, however, always particularly
enlightening or informative, reflecting, perhaps, in their
comments, the changing organisational culture of the
Bank.’

This last section has attempted to document some aspects
of the way in which coordination is practically
accomplished in a large and highly distributed
organisation. The focus is on the massive predominance
of paperwork and its role in the routine organisation and
coordination of the work’s activities. The design issues
this raises are not simply to do with the ‘affordances’ of
paper - its ‘at handedness’, its manipulability, its
‘easiness’ of use, and so on, but are also associated with
the information that the paperwork contains, much of
which is not replicated or replicable electronically. Of
course software packages also play a crucial part in the
daily coordination of activities. However, in terms of
CSCW, of increasing computer support by, for example,
attempting to reduce paperwork by simply substituting
electronic forms of recotd keeping and coordination, a
number of points remain relevant, in particular the issue
of the ‘audit trail’z and ‘data protection’ and the

1

2

An cxemhsation of eertier reeords revests en emphasis on the,
etmrsst patemet. administration, cosstrol and management of
accounts; for example, - “he gave the impression of being a highly
respectable and hardworking yoang man’; “appears m be highly
respectable and copabk of managing her own r#ii”rs”; “in 1989 he
also said he would take his account elsewhere and thereforeit
appears he has a tendency for cosnpfainrs”.- such comments as
would now, under the Data protection Act, be inedmissable.
This is a complex issue con~med with the interweaving of Bank
plicy, the law (data protection, rules of evidence etc), security
and so on - it is, however, debatable whether this is an
irresolvable problem. Of particular relevance for the Besrkare the
issues of duptieetion, where much of a workers activity centses on
simply mpyirsg information - name address, account number etc -
from one form to snothec an activity that could be reduced by the
appropriate use of a rehttionet database; and the issue of ‘modal
tmsssfomration’ in which information recorded in one way is
transformed into mforsrsatiottrelevant to another task which also
involves transforming the made of stxording. A classic example of
this woutd be where customer information provided on a paper
form is trarwforsrwdby inputting the information onto an electronic
data base which can atso be used for other purposes.
Understanding such transformations in relationship to particular
work activities may assist in ddnking about the desigrr of CSCW
systems in re.+ect of the regulation end management of types of
information. llris also resonates with the concern to reduce the
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consequent organisationally ‘necessary’ duplication of
electronic and paper records.

PLANS AND PROCEDURES

Oneofthe more obvious and prominent ways in which
distributed coordination is achieved is through
institutionalised plans and procedures and their ‘situated
interpretation’. This refers to a wide range of formal
procedures which, in the Bank, would include, for
example, ‘how to do an Annual Review’; ‘How to
Sanction A Loan’; ‘How to Write A Report’ - the step-
by-step processes for the accomplishment of a procedute
which would be contained in manuals such as the Lending
Manual or the Action Sheets. What we are interested in is
how they are used as coordinating mechanisms within
socially organised ‘real world, real time’ work activities. 1
Their explicit point is to co-ordinate the work of numbers
of people in order that separate work activities and tasks
come to have a coherence and, typically, through this
meet other goals such as efficiency, meeting time
constraints. and so on.

Plans and procedures are quintessentially about
coordination. However, within this general
characterisation there are some important issues as well as
some misunderstandings which need consideration. Much
of the critique of the planning model in CSCW, namely,
that plans ate ineffective, arises from misinterpretations
of Suchman’s seminal work [13], in prwticular the idea
that people do not follow plans because, in actuality, they

~ post-hoc rationalisations of courses of actions,
Suchman’s critique is directed, however, at the notion that
there are mental plans which operate as causal
determinants of subsequent courses of action. The essence
of Suchrrran’s critique is that the plan is an abstract
construction which will, at the very least, requhe
articulation with, and application to, the specifics of the
circumstances in which it is to be followed. In this
extract from the fieldnotes, for example, a Business
Manager’s Assistant is assembling the necessary
information, from the customer file and the computer
record, prior to an annual review by the Manager, but
finding difficulties and having to make a decision about
whether the case fits the parameters of the software
package she is using;

. . “1 rlid that this morning, it was one we had slight
problems with because w only G4PP accounts with
facilities in excess of 20, bot I came to put it on the
machine, and they’ve actually got a business card 1imit
of 5000 and negotiations. ...those tkv facilities cant
actually key into the 64PP machine, so I have to check
with Region to meke sure I still have to GAPP it.
Because the only facility I can put into the GXPP is
15000> the overdraft facility, but (arguably?) it is
over 20 so it still needs a G4PP grade. .“

overheadof coordination. If the cost of coordination is ‘too high’ it
will either become an end in itself at the expense of the work, or
become such an ‘inconvenience’ that it has low priority

1 It is important to point out here that we are making no assumptions
thatatlthe items in the ‘variegated collectionof phenomena’are
used in the same way - it may rdso be important to note that some of
these items, for example, certain of the action sheets, are used to
overcome some of the problems emanating from the fact that the
Bank and tk computer system do not operate in ‘real time’.

Following ‘the plan’ will always involve more than can
be specified within it. The construction and use of plans
in ‘real world, real time’ activities typically involve the
supposition that ‘practically’ and ‘characteristically’ plans
are ‘recipient designed’; that is, spelled out to an extent to
which those who are to follow them are, for example,
familiar with the circumstances in which they are to
follow them, sufficiently trained in the tasks involved,
and a host of other possible considerations. Nor does the
making of plans indicate any expectation that the come
of actions which they specify will, of necessity, follow
through. Indeed, the point of plans is often to direct
courses of action to maximise the chances that these
courses of action will ensue despite the contingencies
which can arise. Here, for example, is a Business Account
Manager talking about the Bank taking a debenture as part
of the process of providing an increased overdraft facility
to a company, thereby illustrating the way in which plans
are practically accomplished in the course of the work and
how, in this instance, paperwork acts as a mechanism of
distributed coordination and for developing the awrweness
of work;

,,. . this. is a limited company account snd it !mrks very
WS1l, . (looking at file/printouts, .. . a limit of
50K,. I did look at the 836 and the 838 prin:out again
to see this utilisation of an account, sss what its
doing (looking at printout)... They>re makinq profits
and profi ts are bsing retained in the business, (talk
about rquest for bigger credit zone) he (the customer)
said ‘qI’d like a 100 (K) as standby and i f something
comes up ..... well, ..t~o: was ovet~t:~’ (disTretionary
power) ..we’re ‘ a
140K, . . . overall, ..l,n

expcsure of
so we’re than left with do we lend

him 100 grand?. .decision making process (is:, what ,s
the companies trading perf o-cc been liie ? guite
good, ..whets its proven track record from auditsd
figures ? thats quite good, suxrdus resources in the
cWPanY, retained Profits in the company. .. thats ~i te
good. What about the product that they’re deaiing with?
do we consider thats the sort of thing that is that can
bs moved on and sold. ...(discusion of business J..... s0,
the product, the siting, the COJWSZIY, proven record,
menagemen t; what do we think of the menagamen t? pretty
good, pretty awitched on, everything shut it looks
OK, so we went to go ahead and do a recommends tion,
we’ve got to go up to Rsgion because its over those
limits. Look at security, yesb, the LW.IIJCshould have a
debenture ...... we should have a debenture, :f it all
fails we want to put a receiver in and rake that
stock. ... we ’11 put that (dsberrture)as a coalition of
sanction... and I think thats right. . so Ma: was the
nub of all that lot (points to notes) is to say yes we
like the set up, ws like the products, we like the
marketing, we like the management, m? like the accout,
we want to help and we want to do it, we cw see the
reasons why he wants to do it, and w have
confidence. we think we should do it (make the loan)
but ~ policy says we should have a debenture. “

The extract also demonstrates how plans often include
‘fail safe’ devices to cope with situations where things rm
‘not going to plan’ by specifying arrangements for
adaptation of the plan to exceptions, unforeseen
circumstances, even extensive revision, as well as
mechanisms to oversee the implementation of the plan
and enforce its requirements - in this particular case that if
the loan ‘goes bad’ because they hold a debenture they can
“put a receiver in und take the stock”. Similarly in this
next extract, a discussion of a ‘troublesome’ account,
(where the customer has suddenly asked for a large
increase in his borrowing to meet an urgent demand for
money from the Inland Revenue) the range of possible
responses to different situations is presented and discussed
by the Business Account Manager, illustrating,
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furthermore, the way in which workers need to be able to
respond, to adapt ‘the plan’ in the face of changing and
urgent demands;

“if the fellow wented SK. snd he said what is your
decision? I would have said I’ll let you know in a few
days time, 1’11 have to consider it..1 would’nt say to
the customer, ‘I’ve got to go to the i%nk, because I,m
the Bank. . if he wants a decision urgently, than
I. try and do it by phone, h’s d~t 1ike doing things
like that because the ~ likes things in writing. .. if
that was the case and it does happen from time to time,
you t~e your facts dom, say you ’11 let him know,
consider them, try end get your facts in a logical order
and your reconmandation bscauae the ~ will always
want a reconmands tion frcm the manager, always, you cant
CUP out of it, you’ve got to cane down one side of the
fence or the other, avan if YOU dent mske the decision
you’ve got to come up with a recommendation so. if he
said,, I want to issue this chaque for f6000 now. .I
hvuld have taken the details down, I would have made my
decision that I was not going to rscomend that, I
wuld’nt want to give him f6000 unless I had a clear
axit route.. I would have gone to Region. .my
recommendation is no w dent do that. “

Another feature of plans and procedures is that they
develop in real time. What the plan agreed, what
interdependencies there are, only become clear as the
courses of action specified in the plan unfold, creating
additional workloads in terms of coordination and the
awareness of work. A simple, regular, example of the
responsiveness of plans and procedures comes in the
examination and actioning of the daily printout of ‘out-of-
order accounts’. l%e ‘out-of-order’ printout will give both
the ledger and ‘true’ balance of the account (this takes into
account the possibility that cheques paid in to the account
will be bounced); a figure for ‘uncleared’ (both in the
three day cycle and monies paid in that day); a balance; a
credit zone and a ‘notional limit’ (usually an additional
10% on the credit zone) - all these factors need to ke
borne in mind as the ‘out-of-order’ printout is ‘actioned’
by the Business Manager’s as they respond, for example,
to phone calls from customers saying that they are
‘paying in today’ and make decisions about whether to
send a ‘letter of concern’ or ‘bounce’ cheques or standing
orders.

Plans, Procedures and ‘Local Knowledge’

The successful accomplishment of a ‘plan’ is dependent
on the practical understandings about what the plan
specifies in these circumstances, using these resources,
these people, and so on. Although plans may be presented
as abstractions, as manuals, as statements of procedures,
and so forth, - in the Bank, the ‘Lending Manual’ and the
‘Action Sheets’ - the ‘just what’ it takes to realise them
is a practical matter of ‘making the plan work’ through
all the various and inevitable contingencies that can arise.
It is such activities which maintain the plan by dealing
with ‘those things which arise’, ‘the things not planned
for’, so that even ‘deviations’ from the plan can be
accommcxiated to sustain its ‘spirit’. ‘Real time, ml
world’ work often involves the utilisation of ‘local
knowledge’ and ‘local logics’, commonly interpreted as
‘cutting comers’ or ‘bending the rules’, to support the
overall objectives of the niles or the procedures. Such
‘local knowledge’, particularly of the expectations of
Regional Office and the circumstances under which a
routine should be strictly followed and the circumstances

under which modifications or ‘short-cuts’ could be
employed was a regularly observed feature of work in the
Business Centre. In the following example a Business
Manager outlines the actions taken on an account that is
‘under report’;

“this account is undar report to regional office. .,.,. I
as a branch really have no discretion whatever. I cant
let that drift up over whatever that - is for
~ything, I ‘ve nO discretion at all. having said that,
that max was 31750. . and I’ve, in listsning to him and
talking to him, and I’ve put a little note on screan. .
I’ve said he could go to 32, so I have exceeded what I
should do, but only by f250, but what I did do, to save
paper and gsnera ting a. paperchase, I just rang a fel1ow
at Ragion and said, ‘look, you know this is what the
score is, I‘ve agreed he can go from that to that
(pointing at file) for the ramainder of that term. and
thets my msx, I dent propose to ccme up with a written
thing will you tie a note of it in your mm files UP
there and will you give ma verbal sanction that I can
increase that limit on the computer to 32000 for the
remainder of that term, so he said yas, new
ordinariIy under a under rsport account you would‘nt do
that but for f250 its not worth the managerial time
doing it...“

By placing plans, procedures and decisionmaking within
its social and organisational context, they come to be
seen as elements which enable workers to make sense of
their own work and that of others and to come to a
decision about future courses of action. What this
emphasises is the importance of seeing how and in what
ways plans and procednm am interwoven into a highly
variegated set of phenomena that make up the social
organisation of work. How and in what ways, for
example, plans and procedures are related to the
sequentiality of work; how and in what ways they
forrmdate the work’s interdependencies; how and in what
ways they identifi ‘troubles’ of various kinds; how and in
what ways they make work accountable, ‘open to
criticism’, ‘subject of failure’, and so on.

Having presented a critique of the planning model for
failing to acknowledge the myriad ways in which people
‘work to make the plan work; it is perhaps hardly
surprising that we are equally sceptical about similarly
stilted, rationalistic mcdels of decisionmaking. As
Feldman and March [5] note, models of strictly rational
decisionmaking create expectations which are rarely met
in practice;

‘,.For example, relevant information will be gathered and
analysed prior to decisionmaking; information gathered
for use in a decision will be used in making that decision;
available information will be examined before more
information is requested or gathered; needs for
information will be determined prior to requesting
information; information that is irrelevant to a decision
will not be gathered. Stu&s of the use of information in
organisations, however, reveal a somewhat clifferent
picture’ ([5]: 172)

In fact studies of organisations, and the Bank is no
exception to this, consistently suggest that information
often appears to be gathered for its own sake without
having any obvious decisional relevance and;

‘Much of the information that is used to justify a decision
is collected and interpreted after the decision has been
made, or substantially made...Much of the information
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that is gathered in response to requests for information
is not considered in the making of decisions for which it
was requested” ([5]: 174)

To some extent observation suggests that this attenuation
between the gathering of information and its utilisation in
decisionmaking is minimally affected by the
incorporation of plans and procedures into a computer
system.

Plans in the machine - using computers t o
support decision making.

One of the ways in which plans and procedures appear in
work activities as aids to decision making, is to formulate
the work’s activities as step-by-step stages. Computers
often appear in this process and in this plan at various
stages, as repositories of information to be collected,
browsed and retrieved; as a focus for activity and for
triggering other activities; and in providing a background
for and indicating decision alternatives. In the Business
Centre, for example, a number of software packages,
notably ‘GAPP’ (Grading and Pricing Program’) and the
‘Risk Grading’ on ‘Fileserver’ had been introduced and
were intended both to support decision making and to
improve the speed of processing thereby giving staff more
time to be ‘pro-active’ - to develop customer relationships
and sell Bank products. The following extract shows a
Business Manager’s Assistant carrying out a ‘GAPPing’
exercise prior to the Manager’s visit to the company;

Nvct

1. Gsts screen - ‘Customer New Record’ - fills in
details from GA.PP data input fOm (obtained frcnn
compsny’s accounts)

Screen ‘Customise’ - (name) - fills in details - date
acc obtained etc

3. Screen - “Business Definition’ - “What does
pharmacist go under?” - discussion with other EM4SS -
“tzy that one” - clicks on various tities - “whats
other?” - other smal1 screens appear. - eventually finds
it.

4. Screen ‘Audited Managamant Accounts’ - “do you put a
minus in here if its in brackets?” “Yes - it will print
Up then“ - filling in details from form.

5. Screen - ‘Mamagement Detai1s’ - (series of questions
- yes/nO clicks) - managcanent assessment; financial
monitoring; trading arrvironment; short term probl W;

6, Screen - ‘FacilitySummary’ - ‘New Customer facility’
as each section of the screan is entered

‘help/explanation’ messages appear at the bottom of the
screen

7. Prints out - ‘Risk Aoalysis .5ummary - gives risk
grade and ratings on faci1ities (what should be charged)

The fact that GAPPingl, although incorporated into the
lending process appeared as a mere additional check in that
process rather than integral to it, meant that it seemed
less important as a decision-making &vice than as a
‘security blanket’ for decisions already made; and the
starting point for negotiation (particularly over pricing)
with the business concerned. Effectively, therefore, the
‘decision-making’ software did not necessarily ‘make’
decisions but, as well as being an organisational

1 It is impottsrrtto reeognisethatGAPP was simply erraddition to the
existing risk assessmentand pricing ‘devices’ - in some senses
merely automating what had previously been done (and continued
to be done) manuatly.

requirement also became yet another element that had to
be incorporated into the plan as it unfolded. As an
Assistant Manager said;

“you cannot say straightaway. .,just because the conputer
program says 1% higher. ..YOu csnt just inpose a 1%
rise. ,you’ve got to use it as a tool, ..YOU,VS got to
sum up how much the overdraft is and wbstever. ,-

This position - of using the software to confirm rather
than determine - may have arisen as a consequence of the
inclusion in the program of ‘non-financial’ information
which could significantly influence the risk grade obtained
and which was dependent on the Manager’s store of Ioeal
and often anecdotal knowledge.z It may also represent a
reflection of managerial experience and scepticlsm about
the information provided; an awareness of the variety of
techniques that could be employed to disguise the ‘true’
nature of an account. It may also, as Feldman and March
[5] suggest, be a reflection of the fact that much of the
information used in the Bank had been gathered primarily
for ‘control’ rather than decision making - that is, it is
gathered in a ‘surveillance’ rather than a ‘decision making’
modc3. Above all, the main point to make about the
decision making process and the usage of information
(whether on paper or computer) is concerned with
appreciating the careful consideration of the information.
That is, it is not a question, as Harper [7] points out in
his ethnography of accounting, of ‘just any old numbers’
but that interpretation of the information, and
decisionmaking horn the information is dependent on
certain, ‘nuanced’ expectations.4

What this section of the framework on ‘plans ad
procedures’ has attempted to suggest is relatively simple
but important nevertheless. It argues that ‘following the
plan’ generally involves more than is specified in the
plan; that plans me modified as they unfold and ate
subject to evaluation; and that plans are both chosen and
made to work through the skilful use of various forms of
‘local knowledge’ of what the plan entails in this
particular circumstance with this particular case, (which
features the plan itself may then be made to
accommodate). It further suggests that computers are

2

3

4

Such ‘anecdotal’ evidence was important in at least one instance
where no indication of trouble was revealed by any of the
computerpackagesor printoutsand only becameevidcrrt when the
firm appeared on the ‘receivership and liquidation’ perusal form
and the Customs and Excise asked to he paid with a Building
Society cheque.
Feldman and March [5] suggest that, “When strategic
misrepresentation is common, the vafue of information m a decision
maker is compromised....individuats develop rules for dealing with
information under conditions of conflict. Decision makers discount
much of the information that is generated.” ([5]: 177) Within the
Bank in general, and the BusinessCentre in particular. there was
an awareness of how accounts could be managed to m]srep~sent a
business’s trading position; and similar skepticism about ‘business
forecasts’ (especially when produced by the business itself) and so
on.
The other, important, point to make, and one which resonates with
earlier comments about decisionmatrhrg and ‘gut-feeling’; is that
despite the way in which the decisionrnekhg process illustrated
here appears to conform to some ‘rational’ model of considering
all the ‘relevant’ factors this is not actrratly whet is happming since
‘relevance’ rdways comes from a pre-orientation within a
background and it is this pre-orientation which thereby accounts
for ‘gut decisions’.
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enmeshed in the ‘working out’ of plans and procedures in
a variety of (not always obvious or even useful) ways. At
its simplest what we are trying to say is that plans ad
procedures cannot be understood (or effectively designed or
implemented) divorced from the organisational context in
which they are situated and in which they are enacted.

AWARENESS OF WORK

Another perspective on the social organisation of work,
and one which is closely involved with the other themes
of ‘Distributed Coordination’ and ‘Plans and Procedures’
is Awareness of Work. This refers to the way in which
work tasks are made available to others and the important
role that this plays in the ‘real world real time’ social
organisation of work. Clearly this is a theme which
involves various interfactional subtleties and constitutes a
major aspect of the means through which coordination of
work tasks is achieved as a practical matter. The various
ways in which ‘awareness’ is developed, in which work is
made public and availaide to others, are essential
ingredients in ‘doing the work’ as part of a socially
distributed division of labour.

One way in which such visibility/intelligibility is
achieved is through the notion of ecologies of awareness.
This refers to the fact that worksites are laid out in ways
which affect - facilitate or hinder - the capacity of those
doing the work to make reciprocal sense of each other’s
activities, to see what the other is doing now and how
this fits into the pattern of work which they ate
concertedly producing. So, for example, the organisation
of the workspaces of the Business Account Manager ad
the Assistant permit the development of an ‘ecology of
awareness’ which is consequential for the performance of
work. Many of these affmdances arise simply because of
the co-location of a collection of people doing ‘much the
same things’ or who are performing interdependent
activities. Being abIe to ask for advice just when it is
_ updating colleagues as one is passing, dealing
with an emergency when ‘all hands are needed’, and more,
are all informal, often intermittent, certainly unplanned
occasional events which are facilitated by appropriate
spatial layouts of work areas. Similarly, the state of
desks, where someone is within the spatial setting,
looking in a particular fiiing cabinet, working through a
pile of paperwork, and more, furnishes information about
what the person is doing, where that person is in the
stream of work, how busy they are, and so on;
information which, in subtle ways, is available so that
others can update themselves on the state of the work,
how it is going, whether ‘we are behind’, ‘on top of it’,
etc. The point we want to make about such at%xdances is
that they are not necessarily designed or planned, though
they can be, but represent arrangements which can be used
in the day-to-day ‘doing’ of work. 1

Other ways in which the awareness of others’ work is
made available and visible, often ‘at a glance’ is through
the various ‘mechanisms of interaction. In the Business
Centre the various forms, the ‘out of order’ printout; the
Appraisal Forms, the Interview Notes, the Customer
Folder, and different sections of the computer database
such as ‘Customer Notes’ are both the focus for work and
a visible, a publicly available, nmrd of work that has
been done or remains to be done. In other words, what
these representations do, among other things, is make the
work ‘visible’ so that it can be ‘taken note of’,
‘reviewed’, ‘queried’, and so on, by others involved. They
put the work on display so that others may be aware of it.

The overriding practical issue for representations is what
to represent about the work, for whom, and how to
represent it. What is it that people who ate to use the
representation need to know about the work and in what
format is this to be conveyed? Clearly, there are
principles of selection involved. In completing, for
example, the Lending Appraisal Form, the Assistant
knows that a number of issues need to be addmsed;
issues which ate indicated in the various sections of the
form - ‘adequacy of interest margin/fees in relation to
risldmanagement time”; “viability of repayment,
including source and timing” and so on.what seems to be
at work here is a practicrdly oriented principle of economy
with respect to the information that is represented through
the artefact. Not all the possible information that might
be gathered or represented is so. The question of what is
represented is not solved ‘once and for all’; what
information the Assistant, perusing the various computer
files and the Customer Folder, ‘needs’ to include for the
Business Account Manager is a constant preoccupation in
and through the course of the work. Finally,
understanding what the representation represents, so to
speak, relies upon knowledge of the work itself and how
the representation is embeded within the work as an
instrument of the work.

Representations as modal transformations

One of the featutes we have noted before in connection
with the coordination of activities is the way in which
information goes through modal transformations in which
it is re-represented in a different form, A good illustration
of this is the way in which information is extracted from
the computer records, or flom using the GAPP program,
taken from various computer printouts and from the
customer RCOKIand inserted into the AppraisalAntcrview
Form. What the various transformations do in this case is
facilitate coordination through appropriate representations
of the ‘basic information’. Although this is a process
which is deeply involved in coordhtation, it does so by
making the work available to others in a form on which
they work; that is, representing the work within the work

1 h some respects the sociat use of space is a neglected area of
sociologicalinquiry though of course,it is tiw stuff of architectural
design, town planning, ergonomics to mention but a few. The
dim.ction we have in mind here is with the ways in which spatial

srrsmgernenta can be used to facilitate, or indeed hinder,
collaboration and the coordkation of work tasks. The importance
for CSCW is the need to face up to the fact that computer mediated
communication can abolish spatiaf affonhnces though it may need
to emulate some of these.
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so that others can do theirs. In these cases, they serve to
routinise the work by using standard procedures and
standard formats for representing the tasks done and the
tasks to do. So, one of the properties of formatting is the
way in which it can proceduralise representation and,
through this, represent the work to others for particular
purposes. The format - that is, how to complete the
Appraisal Form, how to complete a GAPP1ng exercis~
how to complete a Balance Sheet Assessment Form and
so on, functions as a set of instructions in both its
creation and its use. TMs is, at least one, reason for the
importance of standardisation and was an issue
encountered on a regular basis when using the Customer
Notes on 1SS (the relational database) since there appexmd
to be no standad practise, reflected in the earlier
comments of a Business Account Manager when
encountering an 1SS Customer Record for the first time;

1.Looking at file.

3. Needs to updete 1SS - looks at psst interview notes -
on chenge in overdraft - in ‘notes’ - nothing; -other
notes ‘Iimit reduced f8K’ (no esplsnation) “highly
respectsbl e partners” (only comment on entire page) -

“see how the approach varies (pointing to notes) - it
determines the usefulness of the system”

The various forms in use in the Business Centre are all
designed to collect standard information, to make the
information comparable and to control the information
that is provided. In this respect they are solutions to the
problem of the assembly of information in organisations
identified by Garfhkel[6]; that is, what information is
needed and its ‘value’; the worth of collecting the
information with refetence to the effort involved in its
collection - an issue highlighted in the earlier section on
decision making. The attempt to get people to comply
with formats is often, with regard to those who must
apply them, a disciplinary matter; that is, an attempt to
ensure, by laying out a series of procedures to be
followed, for example in the Action Sheets or the
Landing manual, that the persons who need to comply
actually do so. Nevertheless despite the obvious benefits
of standardised processes and formats - the format does not
always, in itself, convey an adequate ‘sense of the work’
and it is in these circumstances that local knowledge and a
range of interfactional skills are deployed to help ‘make
sense of the work. It is in this sense that ‘awareness of
work’ becomes a ‘skill’. As we have rdready suggested
‘skill’ is a concept whose tacit and often highly situated
notions need considerable ‘unpacking’. The sense of ‘skill’
that we are interested here is that of ‘knowing how’, ad
the delicate competencies involved in making available
to others, what is ‘going on’; competencies required for
‘mutual intelligibility’ or ‘mutual awareness’ on the part
of the members of a work team.

In a wider and more generaf sense workers within the
various offices and centres of the Bank are aware of their
work as part of some huger institution and that their work
activities are the work of and represent ‘the Bank’. The
very characterisation of them as ‘bank workers’, their job
titles of ‘Business Account Manager’ and so on, cafls
them into play as people who are organisationally
positioned and people who have organisationally

prescribed responsibilities and tasks. As one Business
Account Manager put it... “I am the Bank”. The sense in
which Business Managers, to develop this example a
little more, are aware of the fact that they are working
within a system that transcends their here-and-now, is
also reflected in the physical organisation of the Business
Centre; in their physical and hierarchical/organisational
relationships to each other; in the paperwork and
computerwork, in the ‘dress code and so on. They =
aware of the fact that the Business Centre is but a
location within a system of banking which extends
beyond the Region (even beyond ‘the Bank’ as a national
institution and relayed in the form of ‘folk tales’ of
‘lending in the 80s’); aware of the fact that they work
within a bureaucratic structure of work organisation,
subject to a managerial supervision from Regional and
National offices and situated within a complex division of
labour. They are aware of the fact that their working is
dependent upon various types of computer and
administrative support and the activities of workers at
other locations - such as particular branches, the
Securities Centre, Regional Office and so on - within the
wider Bank network, as integral, interlocking components
in an extended division of labour.

The framework allows designers to reflect on potential
lessons from a broad ethnographic study (only some of
which is reported here). In particular,

.

.

.

A consideration of distributed coordination within the
bank highlighted a problem arising from a decision to
separate and centralise some of the functions
historically found in local branches. This separation
perturbed the rich patterns of distributed coordination
leading to a “buck passing” or ‘blame culture’
mentality. In seeking a solution to this problem the
designers have developed better communication
facilities and instigated a management team drawn fmm
the different functional areas of the bank.

The role ofpkms and procedures in the bank highlighted
the way in which local knowledge was applied to
promote the smooth running of the bank. This
emphasised the lack of flexibility in some of the
supporting systems and the need to allow users
significant interpretation. Many of the decisions in the
dialogue between users and standard forms are being
reconsidered to allow this flexibility.

The awareness @ work also reflected the effects of
reorganisation in the bank. Work that was once local is
now remote and this was reflected in a general feeling of
isolation and lack of appreciation across the bank. me
design team have again sought to improve
communication using IT and a programme of job
exchanges between branches and central units to
heighten the awareness of each other’s work and
encouraging a move away from a culture of blame .

CONCLUSION: THE FRAMEWORK,
ETHNOGRAPHY AND DESIGN.

Itis for designers to draw design conclusions from the
results of ethnography. A case can be made for
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ethnography (or sociology) having a more far reaching
impact upon design, insofar as it provides a means to
rethink the nature of the social world that is being
designed for, or to rethink thedesigner’s role within that
world [1] [2], It can be, it has been, argued that
ethnography (orsociology more generally) ought to carry
implications for design - as in one of our colleague’s
(indelicate) suggestion that “it was time for Sociology to
piss or get off the pot”. However, our concern has not
been with anything so immensely far reaching as
rethinking the world of design, but has been with the
contribution that ethnographic studies can make to the
formulation of specific designs. The kinds of changes to
design which will result from our approach are intended to
have an incremental rather than a comprehensively
transformative effect.

In a similar fashion we believe that the production ad
integration of ethnographic materials into design can best
be achieved through the collaboration of specialists,
recognizing that the nature of the exercises of design and
fieldwork are very different. Design is a decision making
exercise, concerned with solving practical problems,
whilst the fieldworker’s role does not involve decision
making but consists, rather, in the concern adequately arKI
accurately to capture and portray the ways of social
settings, and the activities which occur within them. It is
precisely the importance of such work that it should be
done independently of design preconceptions, that it
should distance itself from the preoccupations,
enthusiasms and orientations of the designer, should
precisely refrain from looking at the setting and its affairs
‘through designer’s eyes’. Its mandate is, rather, to look
at the setting through the eyes of those who inhabit it,
with as much sensitivity to that as possible. Part of the
point of undertaking ethnography is to ascertain whether
the realities of a given setting conform to the conceptions
that the designer has (perhaps a priori, derived from design
conceptions, or perhaps derived from other informational
sources) and, to that extent, it is wholly desirable that the
investigation of those realities should not seek to
construe it in terms of the designer’s relevance. There is,
thus, a basic tension between the designer’s and the
fieldworker’s roles, but this is a positive feature,
something which is important to and essential for good
design, to highlight the dtierence between good abstmct
design solutions and good practicai design solutions.

We hasten to add that we are not trying to make out the
ethnographer as the omniscient and virtuous party in this
relationship, restraining the inflexibly minded designer
from imposing misconceptions on those who will be
impacted by the design. In many respects, the fieldworker
will be an agent of the designer. We are merely
highlighting the fact that the fieldworker’s role is to
generate a kind of data which the designer would have
neither the time nor the proclivity to collect, and which is
best carried out if it is done as an independent operation
within the design process. Consequently, our
recommendation is that the building of a relationship

based on effective communication between designer and
ethnographer is at the heart of the matter.
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